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I am a one-man sweatshop, 

thoughtfully constructed in the 

design of a giant cruise ship and 

I scour the ocean for yachter's 

malaise. When I find it, I take 

that hot stank and I bottle it, 

and then I sell it to the Holy 

Union of Plankton Reform Students 

populating the high-fashion boots 

at the bottom of the sea. This is 

not the life that my father—who 

was a neon green snow 

shovel—wanted for me. He wanted me 

to be a snowblower or a 

glassblower or a blowtorch or a 

blowfish. There are so many types 

of blowfish, though: pufferfish, 

puffers, balloonfish, bubblefish, 

globefish, swellfish, toadfish, 

toadies, honey toads, sugar toads, 

and sea squab. Oh, the mighty 

marine order Tetraodontiformes!  
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But, in my youth, I stole enough 

milk from my deranged neighbor’s 

goat pen that my bones broke the 

hard plastic shell of my shovel 

existence and I grew into a human 

boy. The neighbor kept his goats 

lean and dressed them in very 

plain tuxedos. When I came of age 

I scolded him and replaced their 

hideous formal outfits with 

colorful velvet loungewear. I 

paraded his goats around town in a 

full-on cultural revolt against 

the old loser. I made him feel 

about two-feet tall and he never 

dressed his goats in tuxedos 

again.  
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That fuzzy feeling of being alone 

in this world is the direct result 

of a rare strain of mold inside 

the walls of the high school on 

California St. in Shoshoni, 

Wyoming. I named my seventh 

daughter Shoshoni and told her she 

could grow up to be a Wyoming, or 

any other state. I told her she 

could be the best Wyoming or Idaho 

or New Hampshire this world has 

ever known. She could even be a 

potato or a spatula or a fern or 

an antique wooden chair, if she 

didn’t want to be a piece of land 

with clear borders. In my opinion, 

the current Wyoming––a 

transgendered Mexican boy––is 

doing a horrendous job.  
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When all the jerk yacht brothers 

and sisters floating on the waters 

of this insane planet join forces 

in a dreaded yacht party, a large 

gathering of yacht appreciation 

and joy—sometimes a dozen or more 

yachts strong, anchored in a 

demented circle, shooting 

fireworks, squealing with the 

warped delight of pure wealth—I 

gather my plankton friends, so 

cozy in their electrified 

yacht-malaise boots, and I fly 

drones disguised as pelicans over 

their drunk heads. The pelican 

drones dump their malaise right 

back on them, and there isn’t 

enough booze or communal revelry 

or slanted winks in the shared 

experience of extreme greed to 

quell the sadness bubbling right 

beneath their skin. It is truly a 

sight to see yacht folk lose their 

minds and murder one another with 

croquet mallets on the decks of 

million-dollar vessels floating 

atop the deep blue sea.  
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My father grew up in an era when 

it was illegal to think about 

water. It proved difficult—no, 

damn near impossible—to raise my 

twin little brothers, who were 

both born as puddles. Before their 

first birthdays, he dumped them in 

the ocean. I've been looking for 

Gary and Jim ever since but it's 

hard to find one puddle in the 

ocean, let alone twin puddles.  
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So I sailed on, and I vowed to 

raise my kids differently and fed 

them a healthy diet of yachter's 

blood. I wanted to instill in them 

a sense that anything was 

possible, that no thoughts were 

bad or good so long as you had a 

belly full of blood and a head 

full of sunlight. My third-born, 

Frannie, disapproved of the 

violent ways in which I gathered 

the yachter’s blood, but I assured 

her that it was it all fine and 

natural. I compared it to the 

lancing of a boil on the human 

body, as yacht anger is a blight 

on our civilization. The work I 

was doing was merely speeding up a 

much needed process, and I  made 

it clear that there was no need to 

watch the yacht folk kill each 

other if she didn’t want to. 

Frannie sipped her yacht-blood 

milkshake and smiled.  
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The power of yachter’s blood is as 

rich and mysterious as its oddly 

sweet taste is saccharine. By 

eating it we build an immunity to 

the yachter lifestyle and we 

strengthen the urge and the need 

to live with humility and eat a 

locally harvested, plant-based 

diet. When it is our time to die, 

we will simply swim to the bottom 

of the sea and cover our bodies 

with clams.  
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I work as hard as a mule and my 

yet my skin is as soft expensive 

bed sheets. This is because of my 

oceanic ways, which lead me down 

the straight and narrow path of 

being one with the natural salt of 

this earth. My sweat is the same 

as the air, is the same as the 

water I live with nonstop. My 

father the snow shovel only 

touched dirty water in the form of 

impure snow on walkways and 

driveways of yacht owners and 

other humans alike. Whenever I see 

a child throwing a snowball, I 

wonder if my twin brothers are 

inside and if they feel pain when 

it explodes upon the windshield of 

a car.  
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I met my wife when she was just a 

baby mold spore in the walls of 

Shoshoni High. We were 

experimenting with living our life 

as various fungal species, as 

teenagers are wont to do. We 

realized we were highschool 

sweethearts inside of a soap 

dispenser in a Coney Island 

bathroom on a vacation we took 

during an anti-bacterial phase.  
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Whenever I think about my 

brothers, I write two ballads on a 

mandolin with only one string, a 

sad song for Gary and a sad song 

for Jim. My days as an amateur 

musician are numbered, however, 

now that I am a full-time father 

and husband with a very important 

job. The workdays are long on the 

water, as there is no shortage of 

yachter’s malaise. Haggling over 

prices with the Holy Union of 

Plankton Reform Students also 

takes up a good chunk of my time. 

We refer to them as Huppers, 

affectionately. They are different 

from regular plankton because they 

finally realized there was more to 

life than just being food for 

whales.  
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Another thing which separates 

Huppers from the regular plankton 

folk is their insistence on luxury 

housing. It is not enough for them 

to live inside an expensive boot 

on the bottom of the ocean. No, 

their boots need to have been once 

worn by high-fashion models in a 

high-fashion situation back on dry 

land. This type of footwear rarely 

makes it to the ocean floor and 

that is why their club is so 

exclusive.  
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I designed myself but first I had 

to author five self-help books in 

order to figure out how to do 

that. The first four were major 

bestsellers and the last remains a 

cult classic—the best of both 

worlds. Having never been on a 

cruise, I molded my being into a 

cruise ship because that seems 

like the ultimate thing to think 

about and not do.  
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You can think about things and not 

do them and sometimes the thinking 

is a fine substitute. Sometimes 

it's not and you do the thing and 

more often than not it lets you 

down. So you circle back to just 

thinking and then you think of 

something else entirely.  
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I am the very proud father of over 

1,100 daughters and it so great 

watching them figure out what they 

want to be. Sandra is just getting 

out of her potato chip phase and 

her eyes are set on becoming a 

professional lawn jockey. I know 

she can do it. I believe in her.  
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We are all just stumbling through 

these boring plots. We become 

things, think things and 

occasionally do things in an 

effort to offset the boredom. It 

isn't easy because we often 

confuse purpose with meaning. We 

think we have a power when we 

transform our ideas into action 

but it's all an illusion. I could 

just as well be grating cheddar 

cheese into a lion enclosure at 

the zoo. The lions could be 

stand-ins for the miserable 

yachters in this play and it 

wouldn't any less or more sense. 

They could take that grated cheese 

and put it on a pile of leaves. 

Voila: nachos.  
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My most controversial daughter is 

easily Ironika who has chosen to 

live as a stubby blade of fake 

grass on a mat of AstroTurf in an 

unkind desert climate. She is a 

horrible racist who infects 

anyone's toes with a burning rash 

who isn't also a piece of fake 

grass, which is basically everyone 

and everything. I blame myself for 

her poor turn as I did a bad job 

choosing her name. Your name is 

far more important than what you 

do or what you become. My name is 

Marlin Brando.  
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A good thing to do is think of a 

thing and then scour the digital 

oceans for that thing to see if it 

already exists. The digital oceans 

are far worse than the ones with 

water with because things are so 

easy to find. Where’s the 

challenge? Where’s the mystery?  
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